[Which programmable functions of pacemakers are available, and what is their clinical relevance?].
Microprocessors incorporated into cardiac pacemakers enable a substantial number of programmable functions (Table 1), the clinical relevance of which is the subject of this overview. Stimulation mode: The mode of operation can be chosen as fixed-rate, triggered and inhibited stimulation. Rate: Rate-programmability enables optimal setting with respect to electrophysiologic and hemodynamic considerations. Impulse amplitude and width: With programmable impulse amplitude and width excessive stimulation energy can be avoided and the duration of the aggregate prolonged. In some pacemakers, the output current can be chosen as "unregulated or regulated" whereby with regulated current the magnitude of the output impulse remains constant until the battery is depleted. Functional impairment of the pacemaker through threshold elevation or muscle stimulation can be eliminated by reprogramming of the impulse amplitude or width. Sensitivity: Programmability of the input sensitivity enables noninvasive counteraction of detection disturbances (as undersensing especially with low-amplitude atrial signals and oversensing of interference signals with subsequent pacemaker inhibition; Figure 1). A new option, automatic sensitivity setting, regulates the registration of cardiac activity at the atrial and/or ventricular level within a safety margin of 2:1; even though somewhat problematic, undersensing is rare. Electrode polarity: Depending on the clinical situation, the unipolar or bipolar electrode may offer advantages. The programmability of the electrode polarity accordingly represents a clinically-relevant new development which provides a favourable combination of bipolar detection and unipolar stimulation. Some modern dual-chamber systems enable separate programming of the atrial and ventricular electrode configurations. Hysteresis: For single-chamber systems and, more recently, AV-sequential pacemakers, hysteresis is optionally available, that is, a programmable prolongation of the basic interval after detection of a spontaneous cardiac event. With further refinement, the so-called search hysteresis prolongs the stimulation interval after a constant number of continuous stimulation cycles to a programmed hysteresis interval to allow spontaneous cardiac activity; if this is detected during the prolonged interval, the pacemaker is inhibited, otherwise the pacemaker stimulates at the set rate. An AV-interval hysteresis - to date only available in one pacemaker system - prolongs the duration of the AV-interval in the following cycles to a programmed interval, if, within the programmed AV-interval, spontaneous AV-conduction is detected. Additionally, after a defined number of AV-cycles an AV-interval prolongation is chosen to assess the possibility of physiologic AV-conduction. AV-interval: Modern AV-sequential pacemakers incorporate integration of the differential and rate-adaptive AV-interval.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)